
MONTHLY ACTIVITY PLANNER
MONTH - APRIL

S.No Subject Activity Name Learning Outcome Material Required

1 English Langugae (0500)
Ms. Ankita 

Impressionism (Artwork Analysis) and descriptive 
writing

Including impression in teaching descriptive writing enhances sensory detail development, emotional 
impact, and critical observation skills.

--

Haiku Including haiku in descriptive writing as part of genre blending fosters concise expression, heightened 
awareness of nature, and mastery of imagery through the interplay of traditional poetic forms with 
descriptive prose.

--

Bringing AI to the classroom Integrating AI-generated photos based on students' descriptive writing enriches their learning experience 
by bridging the gap between imagination and visualization, cultivating interdisciplinary skills in 
technology and language arts, and promoting innovative approaches to creative expression.

--

2 English Literature
Ms. Sakshi Seth

Characterization (Students shared the characteristics of 
their fellow mates for others to guess the person)

Students would learn how writers use characerization in Novels to make thecharacters distinct or 
relatable.

--

Title Analysis (Students presented different meanings of 
theTitle of the Novel.

Inference - Students had to infer the possible meanings and perspectives of the given title. --

Freytags Plot Pyramid - Students watched a video and 
mapped different parts of the story into the pyramid.

Application of Freytag's Pyramid Video

3
Hindi

Ms. Rashmi Agnihotri

ुतलेख वण कौशल तथा शु ध वतनी का वकास कॉपी
कहानी कहना वाचन कौशल तथा मरण शि त का वकास
रेफ और पदेन क  खोज पठन कौशल का वकास तथा रेफ और पदेन म अंतर समझना पु तक

4
Spanish

Ms. Kashish
Crossword To develope the vocabulary NA
Active Learning To understand the spanish phrases Cousebook

5  German 
 Ms. kirtika Thakur 

Listening activity To develop the skill of listening German & better pronounciation Past papers 
Cartoon clips on different thema to develop interest in this language and capture various deutsche accents Youtube videos 
Denn weil konnektoren for better sentence formation Live online quizlet 

6 French
Ms. Khushboo Jain

Listening Activity To develop the listening skills of students Audio

7 Computer Science 
Ms. Garima Rajvanshi

Binary, denary and hexadecimal coversions To understand how computer reads the data Course book

8 ICT
Mrs.Tejinder Kaur

-- -- --

9 Math:
Ms. Vipin Kumar 

-- -- --

10 Physics
Mr. Vipin

To find the density of unkonw metal block using 
measuring cylinder

To understand the concept of density and measure ments length volume mass Measuring cylinder, unkown 
metal block, water

Measurement of length using vernier callipers To understand the measurement of length, least count Vernier callipers, 
unknown metal bob

Meaurement of time To understand the concepot of pendulum and measurement of its time period using stop watch with least 
count

Bob, thread stand , stop watch 

11
Chemistry 

 Ms. Poorti Garg

Anchor Chart Refrence for their upcoming learning Sticky Notes+ Chart paper
Heating and Cooling Curve Practical lead to experience the graph and plot the same Lab Equipments

12 Biology
Ms. Sarika Ahuja

Dichotomous Keys Identifying different kinds of species Worksheets
Light Microscope - Parts and Functions Understanding the parts of the microscope Light Microscope and

different lenses, Worksheet
Understanding the Cotyledon To know the parts of seed and the role of Cotyledon Soaked Kidney bean and corn seeds
Specimens of Animal Kingdom To understand the body parts of Vertebrates and invertebrates Readymade Specimens in biology Lab

13
Business Studies

Ms. Sumita Bhatia 

Concept Map To get an insight of the entire unit Coloured sheet, Ict Lab, coloured pens
Sorting task- Needs vs Wants To understand the difference between wants and needs. Notebook

14 Economics 
Ms. Ayushi Chawra

Sharing of past experiences on Opportunity cost in real 
life

Clarity of the concept of Opportunity Cost Sticky notes, pen 

15 Art & Design
Ms. Alphee Kumar

Prep Sheets making -- --
Creative Mind Mapping -- --
Experimenting with mediums -- --

16 Wellbeing
Ms. Vanya Chadha

Share it out activity This activity enabled the students to share their own perspective of wellbeing.   A4 coloured sheets, pen.
Group discussion-dimensions of wellbeing This activity enabled the students to work in groups and express their views on the assigned dimensions 

of wellbeing.   
Group discussion


